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1. Introduction 

In connection w1 th the growing reliability of experimental 

intennediate-energy hadron inelastic scatterlng date, one may 

observe growing interest in the investigation o.f both neutron and 

proton components of the low-lying coJ.lec tl.ve - and in a few cases 

also the 1soscelar collective giant resonance - states. Recent 

Mn/Mp data ort low-lying states 1. and on .isoscalar giant quadrupole 

resonances 2 make us publish our calculations of these ratios. 

The aim of this letter is to present, at first, the 

theoretical interpretation of the existing empirical Mn/Mp data on 

low-lying collective quadrupole tran~l L1oml. and at second, th"e 

theoretical predictlons of M
11

1Mp for isosca1ar glant resonances. 

2. Formalism 

Calculations in this work are done in the quasiparticle RPA 

(QRPA) framework with schematic separable residual forces 3 •4•5. 

The Hamiltonian contains the single-particle pairing and 

mul tipole two-quasiparticle parts. The excited states are in this 

frame generated through applying the phonon creation operator· 
1 

Q~,( = 2 li· [ <l>)J· .A+(JJ'Aj!.)- (- 1 )~-fl <l>)j • .A(JJ'Aj!.) ]. 

where <J>)j. and <~>)}• are the forward-going and backward-going 

amplitudes, respectively, and .A+(JJ'~fl) is the two-quasiparticle 

creation operator. The reduced matrix element of the neutron 

component of one-phonon state is 
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M(Nl.) 

(n) 
l: 

2 JJ' 

' Q t II (') (Nl.) II 0 > 

( 
l.! 

"'J.l' 
l.! ) 

+ <Pjj' 

where the reduced matrix element ~5)! is 

~5)! = < J' II 0 YA.;l IIJ > 

and 

UJJ' = UJVJ' + UJ,VJ 

are coefficients constructed from BCS occupation parameters 

weighting the two-quasiparticle ClllTent density. 

To compare t:he neutron and proton strength 1 t is more 

instructive to compare not the M
1
/Mp ratio ,but the neutron-proton 

ratio reduced to one nucleon 

T) = 
N 

The instructiveness of this quantity comes from the fact that 1n 

the hYdrodYnamical model TJ equals unity. Deviations of T) from 

1 then characterize degree of the shell and correlation effects on 

the given excited state. 

Input data !or this framework are the single-particle basis, 

the BCS pairing parameters, and the parameters of separable 

forces. The single-particle basis we used contains all bound and 

quasibound states generated by the Woods-Saxon potential with the 

parameters from Ref. 6. The BCS pairing strength parameters are 

obtained from pairing energies which have been evaluated !rom the 

difference of masses in even and odd neighbourhood nuclei. The 

isoscalar separable force parameters are calculated from the 

experimental excitation energies of 2r states. The isovector 
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separable force parameters are obtained from the empirical 

relation which guarant good experimental-theoretical agreement of 

isovector giant resonance excitation energies, namely ~:i\.=Z,'t=f = 

-1 .4 ·~:i\.=2 ,'t=O .For a more discussion of the RPA formalism and 

framework adjustation technique see Refs. 3 and 4. 

3. Low-lying collective states 

We start discussion of the results from the low-lying 

collective states. Our results and experimental ones are presented 

in Table 1 for Fe isotopes and in Table 2 for isotopes of Cr. In 

all these isotopes there are available experimental values of 

proton transitional matrix elements. 'rhese values shown in rows a) 

of Tables 1 and 2 have been obtained from Coulomb excitations of 

;Fe isotopes in Ref. 7 and those of Cr isotopes in Ref. B. Present 

QRPA results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. rows b). As one can see, 

the agreement between theoretical and experimental B(P2) values is 

very good, except 58Fe, where atJout 20% discrepancy is obtained. 

Since this agreement, as we observe in the~e two isotopic chains, 

is usual !or QRPA ( see Ref. 4 and references therein ) , we have 

grounds to believe that this approximation includes the essential 

physics forming the structure of the .one-phonon collective 

low-lying states. 

The empirical results from dedicated study 1 obtained on the 

basis of the inelastic resonance 'II;± scattering for 54 •56re and 

52cr are shown in Tables 1 and 2, rows c). The other dedicated 

experiment 9 exists for 54Fe. In that work the auth~rs measured 

and analyzed inelastic scattering of 800 MeV protons and obtained 

the value of 11 shown in Table 1. row d). For isotopes of '54 •56re, 
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2tstates of Fe isotopes Table 

54Fe 5~e 5~e 

B(P2) 1) B(P2) 1] B(P2) 

a 675 (40) 970 (20) 1234 

b 643 0.88 1051 0.98 1000 

c 0.92(5) 1.00(3) 

d 0.86(14) 

a - B (P2) in I frn4 l ; results taken from Ref. 7. 

b- present QRPA results. 

c- results taken from Ref. 1. 

d- the first result taken from Ref. 9; 

(36) 

the second result evaluated from ~pp' of Ref. 11. 

1] 

0.97 

0.99(6) 

2tstates o! Cr isotopes Table 2 

50cr 52cr 54cr 

BIP2) 1] B(P2) 1] B(P2) 

a 11020(30) 660(30) 850(30) 

b 941 0.99 640 0.82 987 

c 0.77(2) 

d 0.79(5) 

a - BIP2) 1n lfm4 J; results taken from Re!. 8. 

b - present QRPA results. 

c - results taken from Ref. 1. 

d- results evaluated from ~pp' of Ref. 11. 
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there are also results obtained from comparative low-energy 

neutron and proton scattering analyse~ 10 . Tlmse results are in 

good ag:Peem.ent with the results shown in Table 1. As is seen, 

the theoretical results are for all these three isotopes with 

a very good agreement with both empirical data sets - the ~ ratios 

and reduced transitional probabilities. 

The other three values of the ~ ratios for 58Fe and 50 •54cr 

which we evaluated from the dynamical deformation parameters of 

the proton scattering and from the reduced electric trans! tion 

probabilities of the Coulomb excitation are shown in Tables 1 and 

2, rows d).The dynamical deformation parameters were obtained from 

analyses of the 35 MeV protoh inelastic scattering 
58 50 data on Fe ( ~pp·=0.26 ) , Cr ( ~pp·=0.24 ) and 

cross section 

54cr 

( ~pp ,=0.20 ) 1n Ref. 11 and the reduced electric transition 

probabilities were obtained in Coulomb excitations 7•8• The 

evaluation follows the prescription of the collective model used 

for analysis of the inelastic proton scattering 11 • In this model 
12 , the analytic relation between dynamical deformation parameters 

and transitional matrix elements is 

M(P2) ('-+2) Z ~p Ra <r'--1> I (41t), 

where Ra are the nuclear Woods-Saxon potential radii and <r'--1 > 

are the ('--1 )-momenta of the proton ground state density 

distributions. These radial momenta we evaluated from the 

parametrizations of the proton density distributions which were 

obtained from electron scattering data analysis 1n Ref. 13. The 

dynamical deformation parameters of the neut"ron field? needed !or 

evaluation of the ~ ratios were obtained from the relation 
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where Vpn • Vpp are the projectile-neutron and -proton effective 

interactions 14 . The TJ ratios obtained from this evaluation 

procedure have pointed out the uncertainties which are connected 

with minimal ones 

In the case 

of ~g[?' with 0. 01 magnitude. 

of ~e we have a good agreement between the 

theoretical and emptrlcal TJ ratio, however, the isoscalar 

strength is ttJ.eoret!cally underestimated by 20% in the reduced 

transition probab111 ty against that from the combination of the 

low-energy proton and Coulomb excitations. This disagreement would 

be removed by rising the BCS pairing constants which should have 

as effect also a small rising o! the TJ ratio because the neutron 

component in this state tends to be more collective than the 

proton one. 

The isotope 50cr is the case where the QRPA TJ ratio does not 

agree with the empirical one. The agreement or isoscalar reduced 

transition probabilities is on the level of 15%. This isotope is 

only one in our set of isotopes where both neutrons and protons 

have the levels 1r712 as the valence ones. Although from the 

theoretical point of view the main role is played here by the 

single-particle energy positions, the big di!!erence o! the 1J 

ratio !rom the hydrodynamical limit is unexpected. A!ter the 

reevaluation or the TJ ratio using the alternative experimental 

value or B(F2) 933 rm4 obtained !rom inelastic electron 

scattering 15 , we have t-he value 0.84(5) !or the empirical TJ 

ratio which is 1n better agreement with the QRPA one. 
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The agreement between the QRPA and empirical ~ ratio 1n the 
isotope 54cr is better than in 50cr and the full strength observed 
in the combination of the low-energy proton and Coulomb 
excitations is 14% less than the theoretical one. 

4. Isoscalar giant quadrupole resonances 
The empirical information on relations of neutron and proton 

components of giant resonances exists only·in few cases 2 but not 
in nuclei studied here. There is however some information on their 
excitation energies and strengths 16. 

In Table 3 we present our QRPA results. It should be noted 
here that formulae used for evaluAtion of the neutron and proton 
energy-weighted stun-rule are related 1 G rw (N/Z)2 

It is a common tremi !or the unrA results that giant 
resonance excitation enere:1es are lower about 2 MeV than the 

I empirical !it 65"A- 113 . As :concerns the. strength. there are no 
strong restrictions on magnitudes at present time; but compared to 
the systematics 16 36% depletion of IS GQR on S2cr seems to be on 
the lower boundary ot expected values. 

IS GQR states o! Fe and Cr isotopes Table 3 

50cr 52cr 54cr 54Fe 56p.e 5~. 

E [MeVl 15.3 14.5 15.3 14.4 14.9 15.0 

sn [%] 77 54 65 87 74 63 

sP rliJ 46 36 47 52 52 48 
Tj 1.29 1.23 1.17 1.29 1.20 1.15 
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Theoretical QRPA predictions of the neutron to proton matrix 

element ratios ~ are from 15 to 30% larger than is expected in 

the bydrodynamical model. One can observe that the QRPA ~ values 

are less or equal to the hydrodynamical limit for 2t states of all 

the studied isotopes. It is interesthlg to note that analogical 

observation was made in Ref. 2 in the case of 118sn. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we may say that the values ~ of even Fe and 

Cr isotopes are 1n the range from 0.8 to 1 .o of the hydrodynamical 

limit. The tlleore tical QRPA infonnation on neutron-proton 

quadrUpole matrix element ratios ~ for 2t states is in a quite 

good agreement with that obtained from dedicated experiments, 

namely for 54 • 5~e and 52cr from resonance "± scattering 1 , for 

54Fe from 800 MeV 1nelastic proton scattering 9 and for 54 • 5~e 

also !rom comparative low-energy neutron and proton scattering 10 . 

Since in the cases of 58Fe, 50cr and 54cr there are no 

dedicated studies of neutron-proton matrix element ratios we 

evaluated them from the low-energy proton 11 and CoUlomb 7 ,8 

excitations. The worst agreement on the level of 20% was obtained 

in the case of 50cr between the theoretical and empirical TJ 

ratio. However, some problems remain because the isoscalar 

strength is theoretically underestimated by 20% 1n the reduced 

transition probability against that from the combination or the 

low-energy proton and Coulomb excitations in the case of 5~e. 

In the case of the isoscalar ·giant quadrUpole resonances we 

have no available empirical information about the 

neUtron-proton matrix element ratios but there is some information 
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about excitation energies and energy-weighted sum rule depletions 
for isotopes studied here. For IS GQR the model predicts the lJ 

ratios from 15 to 30% greater than the !Jydrodynamical limit is, 
which is like the case of 118sn studied experimentally by 

+ 
resonance 7t- scattering in Ref. 2 where 7}=1 .4 was obtained. The 
excitation energies are lower abo~t 2 MeV than the empirical tit 
and the strengths are comparable with the systematics 16 
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